
7-Step Book to Tax Worksheet                                

Executive Summary 

My current job (a local tax company), uses two main types of software to perform most of the work- 

Certiflex (Book accounting) and ProSystems (Tax accounting).  Once information is inputted into the two 

accounting sources, employees then reconcile the differences between the two sets of books in an excel 

worksheet.  Any differences between book and tax accounting need to be reconciled with journal 

entries.  These reconciled journal entries will then be copied back into Certiflex.  The problem with this 

method is that employees have to type in the information in Certiflex (the book accounting software), 

copy this information into Excel, manually enter this information into ProSystem (Tax accounting 

software), copy print-offs from ProSystem and Certiflex, and then try to reconcile this information.  

Various errors can occur due to the large amount of data entry and can be very time consuming. 

The goal of the project is to automate this process as much as possible.  The 7-Step Macro takes 

information from either Certiflex (the company’s book software) or Quickbooks.  If we have received the 

information from the client from a QuickBooks print out or if we entered the information into our book 

software, different spreadsheets would be necessary.  The macro imports information from these two 

different sources in different ways.  From there, the macro fills in 3 different excel sheets (one sheet 

that reconciles book to tax, one that automatically prepares the adjusting entries the client will need to 

make (if we received client books) and a third page that prepares the adjusting entries that can be 

imported directly into Certiflex.   

Implementation 

The project can be divided into three main divisions: importing data, creating and formatting reports, 

and creating export reports 

Part 1 – Importing Data 

Steps 1-3 are detailed instructions for users on how to prepare text files for importing into excel.  These 

steps are done in Certiflex (Book software) and not in excel or VBA.  These detailed steps are necessary 

so the user can prepare the correct reports for import into excel. 

Instructions on using the 7-Step Macro: 

1. Export the Balance Sheet and Income Statement in Certiflex.  

To export go to Print Financial Statements.  In output select File and save the Simple Income Statement 

and Balance sheet into the client’s tax year as an ASCI text file (not a Rich Test File).  Make sure to save 

it as “Income Statement” and “Balance Sheet.”  The text files need to be saved in the same folder as 

the 7-Step Macro.  If saved somewhere else or saved with the wrong name, the macro won’t find the 

files and will give you an error. 



 

2. If a Simple Income Statement does not exist, follow these steps to create one: 

Go to the client and go to the end of the period.  Then go to maintain lists, then Financial Statement 

Formats. 

 

Then go to Maintain Financial Standard Reports 

 



If there is no Simple Income Statement, click on the New button.  If you cannot click on the new button, 

go to the appendix for instructions on modifying the company settings to allow the creation of new 

reports. 

 

Create a report Name, most likely in the 20’s and make sure Income Statement is selected. 

 

GO to F/S Report Type and select Income Statement (Y-T-D Only) and then Save it 

 

Once the Simple Income Statement is saved, go back to Step 1 to export the Income Statement and save 

to client’s folder on the shared drive. 



3. We now need to export the Chart of Accounts.  Go to reports, Client Write-up, Standard Write-

up Reports. 

 
Find Chart of Accounts and then save it.  Save it as “Chart of Accounts” as a Text file in the 

client’s folder.  Like the balance sheet and income statement, if the chart is saved incorrectly or 

not in the client’s folder the macro will not work. 

 
4. Now that the text files are ready for import into excel, open up the 7-Step Macro and go to the 

Macros Instructions and click the “Begin Macro” button.  This macro will now import 

information either from Quickbooks or Certiflex. (If doing a Quickbooks import click no, if 

Certiflex click yes).  The following steps will be the same if it’s for Certiflex or QuickBooks.  The 

only difference is the sheets names will be begin with Quickbooks instead of Certiflex (and the 

macro will read in the information differently depending on the source).  For the remainder of 

the guide I will refer to Certiflex imports as it is much more common.  The appendix will explain 

the few differences if it’s a Quickbooks import. 

 



Part 2 – Creating and Formatting Reports 

The macro then creates three sheets.  If sheets with the three titles already exist, the macro will 

delete them and re-create them.  The first sheet is the Certiflex Income statement and this 

information is obtained through the “Income Statement” text file.  However, the data needed to be 

cleaned up in order for it to be presentable.  The correct title of the company and date are placed on 

top of the report.  The sheet is formatted so ensure that the first column fits all the data and all of 

the numbers are put into column C.  A similar import occurs for the balance sheet.  The sheet is 

formatted and placed into the correct columns. 

Certiflex Income Statement Sheet:         Certiflex Balance Sheet: 

                    

The 7-Step sheet is the most important sheet and so has the most functionality.  Formatting for this 

tab includes alternating colored lines, adding footers, creating a box around the information, and 

centering certain information.  Column A info is taken from the Certiflex Income Statement tab and 

the Certiflex Balance Sheet tab.  Column B and Column H also come from those two tabs.  Column E 

and G contain formulas which will be explained in the next step.  Also, the macro replaces all H, I, 

and J column formulas with a “=sum” if the corresponding account name contains the word “Total.”   



 

5. Now make all changes in the “Completed 7-Step” sheet.  The previously mentioned 7-Step 

sheet will remain and should not be deleted; it will be a backup in case the user needs to see 

what the information originally was.  The macro adds formulas in Column E and G (Debit and 

Credit columns) that automatically reflect changes the user makes to Column H (Tax Return).  

The user will need to modify column H to reflect the actual tax software information instead 

of a simple copy of the book information.  At the end of the net income row, a summation 

formula will add the adjustments made in these two columns.  Assuming Column E’s 

adjustments and Column G’s adjustments are equal; we are now able to move on with the 

second macro. 

 

Part 3 – Creating Export Reports 

6. Go back to the Macro Instructions sheet and click on Macro Step 2.  A new sheet called Book to 

Tax Adjusting Entries is created.  Column B and Column C derive their information from the book 

adjusting entries in Column E and Column G from the Completed 7-Step sheet.  Only account 

names and their corresponding adjusting entries are copied if the column has an adjustment. 



7. A message box pops up asking if we want to attempt to automatically make Certiflex Adjusting 

Entries.  Assuming this is a Certiflex 7-Step, we would click yes.  If we click no, this is the end of 

the macro.  We could then send these adjusting entries to the client to update their books to 

reflect tax changes. 

 

8. If we click yes, two new sheets are created.  The Certiflex Chart of Accounts sheet is created 

which is an import of the text file we created in step 3.  The second sheet is called Certiflex 

Adjusting Entries.  The macro will do its best to line up account names in column D with the 

Certiflex Chart of Account sheet.  If it is unable to find the account, the user will need to 

manually enter it in on column E or create a new account in Certiflex if it does not exist.   This 

sheet is formatted to allow a direct import back into the Certiflex software to update the books 

based on tax adjustments. 



 

Learning and conceptual difficulties encountered 

This project taught me how to program a large scale project.   The end idea seemed daunting and so I 
broke it up one part at a time I needed to split up the project into smaller, workable segments and test 
after each successful upgrade.   I imported information and then made a simple worksheet.  I then 
continued to improve the macro several times throughout the semester.     
 
One of the main difficulties I had was working with importing text files into excel.  I first spent hours 
trying to use built-in excel importing.  It proved to be very difficult to fix the information once excel 
imported the text files.  With Dr. Allen’s help, I imported the information in a clean formatted fashion 
directly into excel.  Also, I needed the macro to import differently depending on the source of 
information (Quickbooks vs. Certiflex).  So I had to make message boxes that asked the source.  If the 
user clicked “yes” or “no” different sub procedures run. 
 
The most challenging part of the macro was dealing with inputting formulas into excel ranges.   I needed 
“=if” statements and “=sum” statements to be actually on the excel sheet so that the user could make 
changes to the form and this would work correctly.  However, this was difficult because I did not know 
how far up the =sum should go.  So I used the “INSTR” method on any line with the word “Total.”  If the 
column had the word “Total” then the macro will add everything in that row up until there is a blank 
line.  This is also the only part of the code that I feel is not fully functional.  Grand total rows (Total 
Assets, Total Liabilities, ect) should not simply add all the information above it until it reaches a blank 
line.  I was able to anticipate a few of these and program special “=sum” statements for grand totals, 
however, I’m not sure it is possible to anticipate every possible sub balance sheet item that needs to be 
added to the grand total accounts.  The user will have to double check and perhaps modify a few 
formulas to ensure a correct worksheet. 
  



 

Appendix 

If you were unable to create a new simple income statement, go to file, company maintenance, and 

master data properties. 

 

Click client write-up and then click on Use Advanced Financials 

 

 

 



Quickbooks Import 

1. Log into Quickbooks and go to Report Center, Profit & Loss, Standard 

 

2. In dates change to last Fiscal year.  Click on the export button.  In the Basic tab, make sure the 

.CSV file is selected.  Click export 

 

3.  Save as “Income Statement” inside the client’s file.  The save type remains as a .CSV 

4. Repeat the process for Balance Sheet.  In the Report Center click on Standard underneath 

Balance Sheet & Net Worth.  Go to last fiscal year.  Export as “Balance Sheet” and save into 

client’s file.   

 


